Revisiting the History of Medieval Libya
(7th-16th centuries)
Sources, Analyses, Projects

NOVEMBER 17, 2021
Sébastien GARNIER (Centre Jean Pépin)
The study of medieval Libya in the 21st century.
The LibMed project: scope and perspectives

DECEMBER 15, 2021
Hafed ABDOUILI (University of Sfax, Tunisia)
The sources for the study of medieval Libya:
the corpus diversity and the problematics linked to its exploitation

JANUARY 19, 2022
Enrico CIRELLI (University of Bologna, Italy)
Archeology of Islamic Libya. The fortified settlements in the hinterland of Leptis Magna as an example

FEBRUARY 16, 2022
Paul LOVE (Al Akhawayn University in Ifrane, Morocco)
Libraries of the Nafusa. A pilot project to document and digitize material heritage in the Jebel Nafusa, Libya

MARCH 16, 2022
Sébastien GARNIER (Centre Jean Pépin)
‘Afā al-KĀDIKT (Dār al-Kutub al-Waṭaniyya, Benghazi, Libya)
Manuscripts from the Dār al-Kutub al-Waṭaniyya, Benghazi

APRIL 13, 2022
Sobhi BOUDERBALA (University of Tunis, Tunisia)
Antābulus, Barqa and Fazzān in the first two centuries of the hijra: new insights from the Egyptian sources

MAY 18, 2022
Aurélien MONTEL (CIHAM)
Networks of Islamic scholars in medieval Libya: crossing different biographical traditions

JUNE 15, 2022
Ingrid HOUSSAYE-MICHIENZI (CNRS)
Tuscan sources and late medieval Libya: an exploration

18:00-19:30 (CET), monthly webinar every 3rd Wednesday (November-June)
Webinar link on demand: libyemedievale@gmail.com
All programming updated online: https://ciham.msh-lse.fr/medieval-libya